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Name
We are University of Wisconsin-Madison Division of 
Extension. 

All first references to our name/logo must include 
“Madison.” This is not only because we are part of 
the Madison campus but also to reinforce the strong 
connections we’re making with the campus in our 
transition.

Example: 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Division of Extension 
Columbia County

After establishing the official name, or for more informal 
references, UW-Madison Extension or Extension 
Columbia County is acceptable.

As a reminder, we are no longer using “Cooperative” or its 
derivatives. We also must not use UW-Extension.

Now Use
University of Wisconsin-Madison Division of Extension

Division of Extension

Extension

Stop Using
UW-Extension

Cooperative Extension

UW-Ext / UWEX
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Logo Usage
Now that Extension is a Division within the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison we must follow the Campus’s rules 
for logo usage. Our Extension logo utilizes the “W” crest, 
with the descriptive text:

Extension
University of Wisconsin-Madison

All Extension-related branding materials need to use this 
logo. This includes letterheads, presentations, clothing, 
business cards, signage, etc.

Counties have the option of using a logo that adds 
descriptive text to indicate an office:

Extension
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Columbia County

Find county-specific logos at brand.wisc.edu/logo-
generator.

We cannot alter these logos any further
We cannot alter the arrangement of the words. We 
cannot alter the arrangement of the crest. We cannot 
add words such as “volunteer.” Adding such words can 
be done outside of the logo in another portion of your 
design.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
Extension

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
Extension
VOLUNTEER

EXTENSION
UW-MADISON

DIVISION OF EXTENSION
WISCONSIN

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
Extension
COLUMBIA COUNTY
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Logo Usage: Co-Branding
Using two or more logos is common for Extension’s 
branded programs or when we work with partners on an 
event. Here’s some guidance on how to handle logos and 
placement.

General guidance
When dealing with multiple logos, the Extension logo 
should be first, Additionally, the Extension logo should 
be at least the same size and at least as prominent as the 
external entity’s logo. Make sure there is ample space 
between the logos; it must always be clear that they are 
two separate logos.

UW-Madison related logos (“multiple crests”)
The UW-Madison Brand Style Guide (brand.wisc.edu) 
recommends not using two “crest”-related logos together. 
Doing so reduces the strength of the brand and creates 
too much clutter. For example, we would not use the 
Extension logo along with the one for CALS.

When co-branding with other UW-Madison groups, you 
can use the main UW -Madison logo and then list the 
entities in text format.
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Logo Usage: Co-Branding
Like our name, logos use must establish a connection to 
Campus before subsequent logos can be used.

Co-branding with Extension branded programs
Some Extension programs have branded logos they’ve 
developed with outside funders or partners. The same 
parameters as above hold true: Use the main Extension 
logo as a primary logo and the program logo as a 
secondary. This creates a link to Campus and orients 
stakeholders as to our relationship with UW-Madison.
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Primary Logo Secondary Logo
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Logo Usage
UW-Madison has a number of logos specific to Athletics 
that we cannot use in our branding materials. That 
includes the “motion W” and Bucky Badger.

Looking for more?

University Marketing has a robust Brand Style 
Guide along with logos, font guidance, and even 
design elements you can use in your work. Visit 
brand.wisc.edu for more
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Logo Usage: Printing
The Communications Office’s intranet page has logos 
for clothing, pens, etc., and can help with county-
specific logos that might need to be formatted for use on 
merchandise.

Coming soon!
Check the Communications intranet soon for links to 
storefronts where you can purchase business cards and 
apparel, and find more resources for printing.

If you have a specific request for a way to use the logo not 
seen on this page, reach out to the Communications Office 
for assistance working UW-Madison Marketing.

Color
UW-Madison red is sometimes referred to as “Cardinal 
red” by print vendors.
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Social Media
When naming your social media channel, please use the 
name guidance above, such as “UW-Madison Extension 
Columbia County” or “Extension Columbia County.” For 
programs, it makes most sense to lead with the program 
name so it shows up better in searches. 

Example:

FoodWIse Extension Brown County

 You can find suggested social media logos on the 
Communications intranet page.
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Font

For designed products, Lato is our recommended font. 
It is similar to the University’s official font, Verlag. This 
document is set in Lato. LATO

Lato
Lato Bold
Lato Italic
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Coming Soon: Templates
Check the Communications intranet page soon for  
ready-to-use templates, including fliers, brochures, 
reports, and more.
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We’ve been partners on the farm, 
in the field and in communities for 
over 100 years.
The Agriculture Institute works to achieve  
better results through research and outreach 
supporting livestock management, crops and 
soils, farm management and horticulture.

We work hand-in-hand with farmers, 
businesses and communities to build stronger, 
more diverse farm and food systems. Whether 
on the farm or in the field, we’re working 
together to develop sustainable solutions that 
drive economic growth and keep our state’s 
thriving agriculture tradition strong.

Heidi Johnson, Director (Interim)
Agriculture Institute
UW –Madison Division of Extension
Phone: 608 263 9260
Wisconsin Relay: 711
heidi.j.johnson@wisc.edu
extension.wisc.edu/agriculture

Agriculture
UW –Madison Division of Extension

Our Institutes

Agriculture

Community Development

Health & Well-Being

Natural Resources

Positive Youth Development

Human Development & Relationships

Helping more than 200,000 farmers, parents, youth leaders, neighbors 
and businesses daily. 

Our research-based youth enrichment programs give young 
people the hands-on experiences they need to grow into the global 
leaders of tomorrow. From youth governance to Wisconsin 4-H 
clubs, we provide diverse educational opportunities to prepare 
youth for success in Wisconsin and beyond. 

From educating elected officials to training the 
next generation of local leaders, we’re committed 
to empowering citizens to make positive, 
transformative change in their communities.

Whether on the farm or in the field, we’re on the front lines of modern 
agriculture, building stronger, more productive food systems and 
agricultural products. From animal management to crops and soils to 
financial planning, our educators and researchers help solve challenges 
that Wisconsin producers face.

We work with partners across the state to 
ensure that our diverse natural resources 
remain resilient and productive. From water 
and forestry programming to conservation 
training and youth environmental education, 
our educators and researchers navigate complex 
issues, facilitate challenging conversations, and 
help develop innovative solutions. 

We provide individuals and families with the 
tools and guidance they need to adopt positive 
health behaviors. Our programming focuses on 
nutrition, food security, food safety, chronic 
disease prevention, mental health, substance 
abuse and health insurance literacy. 

We embrace the philosophy that each stage of life is unique, exciting 
and filled with potential. Our programs promote aging-friendly 
communities, coach parents and help families put technology, 

mindfulness and financial awareness into everyday use. 
Empowering families 
and communities

Supporting positive youth development

Fostering leadership and civic 
engagement

Supporting Wisconsin’s agriculture industry

Enhancing resilient natural 
resource systems

Promoting aging-friendly communities

Did you know?

Did you know?

Did you know?

Did you know?

Our agriculture programs have a positive impact on nearly every Wisconsin 
cow, gallon of milk, quart of specialty ice cream, wedge of cheese, bratwurst, 
bag of potato chips and dish of cranberry sauce.

We take water quality very seriously and work at local, regional and 
multi-state levels to ensure that our lakes and rivers remain healthy 
and productive. Programs like Extension Lakes and Water Action 
Volunteers provide critical data and links to local community partnerships.  

With funding from 
the federal 
SNAP-Ed and 
EFNEP programs, 
FoodWIse delivers 
nutrition education 
programming to 
70,000+ participants 
statewide annually.

Wisconsin 4-H has over 9,600 adult volunteers working with over 30,000 youth club 
members annually. 

ACHIEVING  MORE  TOGETHER
Extension works alongside the people of Wisconsin to deliver practical 
educational programs—on the farm, in schools and throughout urban 
and rural communities.

72 5 5WITH  EDUCATORS  IN:
COUNTY OFFICES 4-YEAR  CAMPUSES

TRIBAL 
NATIONSON AND

WITHIN
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University of Wisconsin-Madison
Division of Extension 
Office of Communications & Stakeholder Engagement
702 Langdon Street Madison, WI 53706
info@extension.wisc.edu | extension.wisc.edu

 

Special thanks to:

University Marketing

University Relations

Natural Resources Institute Marketing & Communications Unit


